…Always & Always
Make this beautiful bouquet of flowers while learning Laura’s
collage technique! Learn about color and value while using all
scales of prints to create this delightful quilt!

Supply List:
Always and Always Kit ($55.00) and Pattern ($30.00)
Precision Fusing Mat 17 x 24
3 yards of 24” wide Steam a Seam 2
Karen K Buckley medium sized serrated scissors
¾ yard of Pattern Ease foundation
#2 Pencil
18 x 24” stretcher frame optional

Spool of Flowers

By Laura Heine

Size: 25” W x

26” This is a new quilt…not yet released and you get to make
it first! This spool of flowers would be a great addition to your
studio walls! Learn how to use printed fabric to achieve your
image. Learn about color and value while making the wooden
spool to create dimension!

Supply List:
Partial image- new'
pattern, not yet
released!

Spool of Flowers kit ($75.00) and pattern ($30.00) **you must
call the shop with your order as this quilt has not been introduced yet.
You will not find it on the website. 406-656-6663.

¾ yard of Pattern Ease foundation
Karen K Buckley medium Perfect Scissors
3 ½ yards of 24” wide Steam a Seam 2
Applique Pressing sheet or Gypsy Fusing Mat 17 x 24
#2 Pencil
Small rotary cutter, mat and ruler

Pheasant Collage
by Laura Heine Size: 24 x 24
Make this more “traditional” collage using printed fabrics
and different scales of florals. This quilt is constructed on the
applique pressing sheet first, then moved to the collaged
backgrounds!
Supply List:
Pheasant kit ($50.00) and pattern ($25.00)
24 x 24 piece of Pattern Ease foundation
3 yards of 24” wide Steam a Seam 2™ fusible
Karen K Buckley medium blue handled serrated scissors
17 x 24 Applique Pressing Sheet or Fuse Mat
#2 Pencil
Small rotary cutter, mat and ruler

Whatevers!

These fun little 8” finished blocks are a great
project to introduce you to the collage
technique. These blocks are constructed on the
Fuse Mat and then transferred to the
background fabric. Collect them all! Turn them
into a quilt, pot holder or add to a decorative
kitchen towel! You will complete about 4 blocks
in a full day class…possibly more!

Supply list:
Choose about 4 kits for a 1 -day class. These kits
include the pattern. Please be sure to purchase
the kit. Kits with pattern are $16.00 each.
About ½ yard of 12” wide Steam a seam 2 per design
12 x 12 or larger Fuse Mat
#2 Pencil
Karen K Buckley Medium Perfect Scissors
Small rotary cutter, mat and ruler
Hello and Teepee require a black Pigma pen

NSQG Students:
I’m so looking forward to coming to teach! I think we have a great diversity of projects
offered!
There is no need to bring your sewing machine. We will be collaging all day! Please order your
kits and pattern and any other supplies that you will need on my website. I ask that you do
not do anything before you come to class. We will have plenty of time to get the projects
done in class. If you want me to bring your order with me, I can do that. Please call the
shop instead of ordering online to save the shipping. I will put all of the orders in a bag
labeled with your name and bring them with me.
I will be bringing my trailer with additional stuff if you need anything extra! Please call the
shop if you have any additional questions!

Laura Heine
Fiberworks
406-656-6663
www.fiberworks-heine.com

